
 

Smells and emotions tug on the brain's
habenula, or 'little rein'
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The image shows the forebrain (top half) and midbrain (bottom half) or a
juvenile zebrafish. The habenula (cyan) are the tiny nuclei in the middle of the
two big structures. Credit: Stephanie Fore

A tiny region in the middle of the brain plays a far more important role
than previously known in helping it respond to changes in the
environment, a new study shows.
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This region is called the habenula, a name that reflects its directional
role. Habenula means "little rein" in Latin, and a rein, of course, is the
leather strap on a horse's bridle used to direct it.

The study, conducted by researchers at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology's Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience, was
published Friday in the scientific journal Current Biology.

The researchers, with first author Ewelina Bartoszek, did their
experiments in zebrafish, but the habenula is so important that evolution
has ensured it is found in all vertebrates, from fish to mammals to
humans. In fact, earlier studies in humans have found links between
dysfunctions in the habenula to neurological conditions such as mood
disorders and addiction.

Kavli Institute researchers showed that the habenula relays information
from the outside world, such as smell and sight, along with internal states
associated with emotions and learning, to the brain regions that control
adaptive behaviors.

"It turns out that the habenula is an information hub," said Emre Yaksi, a
professor at NTNU's Kavli Institute for Systems Neuroscience and head
of the research group that did the study. "It integrates information about
odors from the environment with the information from the limbic
system, which is involved in emotional behaviors and learning."

Translating signals from the outside into alerts

In other words, the brain may be in one state when the smell of a
predator—or food, or a mate —wafts into the nose and reaches the
habenula. The habenula translates that smell into a kind of alert or
saliency signal to shift the brain into a different state, Yaksi said.
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"We argue that the habenula helps the brain to stop certain actions and
communications across brain regions, in order to shift it to another mode
that is better suited to the situation that the scent warns of," he said. "The
brain's different modes involve different dynamic networks that best
enable the animal to solve the challenges that it is about to experience."

The study highlights how important our sense of smell—or in more
scientific terms, the olfactory system—is in regulating what happens in
the habenula and the limbic system, during these sensory-induced state
changes in the brain.

Finding 'ancestral' structures

Another important aspect of the study, Yaksi said, is that the
experiments allowed the researchers to identify parts of the zebrafish
brain that are "ancestral" to the hippocampus and amygdala in mammals.

In humans, the hippocampus is known to play a key role in our sense of
where we are and our memory, while the amygdala is the area that helps
process memories and emotional responses, such as fear.

"We also showed that these are the major cortico-limbic systems that
drive the habenula," Yaksi said. The researchers were actually able to
observe this connection in zebrafish by stimulating the structures and
seeing activity in the habenula, he said. This finding is particularly
important as researchers continue to unravel the different roles that
different parts of the brain play in cognition.

The researchers suggest that given the role of the habenula in regulating
moods and brain states, sensory experiences might provide a non-
invasive pathway to modify habenular activity, perhaps even in humans.

  More information: Ewelina Magdalena Bartoszek et al, Ongoing
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habenular activity is driven by forebrain networks and modulated by
olfactory stimuli, Current Biology (2021). DOI:
10.1016/j.cub.2021.08.021
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